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2 Weeks to ITMA 2023!

We are two weeks to the largest gathering of the international textile and garment

technology manufacturing community. Set up your ITMAconnect profile to maximise your

participation at ITMA 2023 and you could receive an exclusive gift at the exhibition venue!

2 weeks to ITMA 2023 and we have a surprise for you! https://us10.campaign-archive.com/?e=746b70c723&u=bfd40377d82c...
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More details to be announced soon. So, start making full use of ITMAconnect to source,

schedule meetings, make connections and more at ITMA 2023.

 

Login to ITMAconnect
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ITMA 2023 Events: Insightful Explorations,
Enriching Experiences

Gain insights and knowledge of industry trends and innovations on the verge of

transforming the future of textile and garment manufacturing at ITMA 2023. Check out the

topics and experts at the various forums, presentations and partner events to plan your

visit!
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ITMA Blog

Change  is  happening  now,  and  it's

happening fast. Explore the industry's big

issues  such  as  green  financing,  textile

functionalising,  material  reshoring,  smart

textile  developments,  next-gen  materials

and many more in the latest blog article.

Read On

Download ITMA App

Download  the  ITMA  App  today  from

the  App  Store  and  Google  Play.  The

ITMA App is  your  essential  contact  and

content  engagement  hub for  ITMA 2023

and  ITMAconnect  on  the  go.  Navigate

within the venue with the wayfinder.
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Events @ ITMA 2023
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Connect with us

Please email marcom@itma.com if you have any questions.

To unsubscribe or manage your consent preferences, please click here.
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